September 2018

From my desk

The stunning
photo on the
right,
“Trajectories of
Sand” © Tim S.,
took first place in
the “Sands of
Time” theme. Tim
also won 3rd
place in the same
competition.
Congratulations!
And Wow!!

(editor@nwphoto.org)
Did that summer fly by faster than usual??? (OK, I’ve just been
saying that since I was, like 12). Some things don’t change …
Thanks to Derek’s little website reminders, we can all see how
quickly our first
meeting is coming
up
The new club meeting season is always fun, like
going back to school without the work (you can still wear your new clothes, if you like). For anyone
reading our newsletter for the first time, our meetings start on September 4 this year (right after
Labour Day) and continue on the 1st and 4th Tuesdays of the every month (with some exceptions for
holidays) until June.
I hope you have sent in your submissions for our first meeting’s member sharing. The deadline is
September 1 and we’re all looking forward to seeing what everyone has been taking photos of during
the summer.
We have some catch-up results in this issue, an awesome “Executive Responds” article from our
Webmaster in response to year end survey comments, and all the upcoming meetings and outings.
And some jaw-dropping photography from our members. See you in 9 or 8 or 7 days . . .

Program
Our first meeting, September 4, will feature the top 10 images from our summer themes, and
“member sharing” of our images taken during June, July and August. You may submit up to 3 images
or a short (less than 3 minutes) slide show. There is an easy to use Dropbox on our website (Log in,
then go to Members/My uploads. Select the Dropboxes tab and follow the instructions).
And related to those images, please feel free to talk about your “photographic challenges, lessons,
epiphanies or questions that arose from a shoot”. This is a great meeting to get to know our new and
returning members and enjoy some lively discussions. Don’t be shy.
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On September 25, we welcome back guest speaker Ian McDonald, who will show us some of his
photography and share some information and inspiration. See Ian’s website here:
https://ianmacdonaldphotography.com/
At our October 2 meeting, our members (um, that means you/us!) will share their/our favourite local
places (within a 3 hour drive or ferry ride) to photograph. Definitely many of us have a favourite place
we return to, whether a river, part of the city, a garden…. Please send in up to 3 images of your
favourite place by September 29 at 11 PM and, at the meeting, tell us how you get there (e.g. transit
accessible?), best time of year/season to visit, admission or other fees, and why you like to
photograph there.
Looking forward to the end of October, we have tentatively lined up internationally acclaimed fine art
photographer Sharon Tenenbaum to speak to us. Further details TBA.
All program items are subject to change. Please use the club website (nwphoto.org) as the official reference.

Outings upcoming (outings@nwphoto.org)
Our upcoming outings sound as promising as always:
On September 16 we are planning a visit to Centennial Beach and a Sunday drive
across the border to Point Roberts, Washington”. Note that you will need a NEXUS
card, Enhanced Driver’s Licence or a Passport to cross the International border.
Watch the website for updated information (meeting time and place, carpooling, etc.)
We are hoping for perfect conditions on October 13 where we will, weather permitting,
practice early morning long exposures with club member Glenn Marcus. Further details coming on
the website.
And a sneak peek ahead, in November we’ll check out the well-known Reifel Bird Sanctuary, and in
December, Glow Christmas Festival, Langley. Remember, you saw it here first!

Can you say hernia? © Brenda F.
From the Highland Games outing.
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Feeding the Hungry Masses © Kane T., from the Street Food Truck
Festival.

Outings past
Whether or not you are able to attend an outing, do have a look through the Club Outing Galleries. It
can be so interesting and inspiring to see how different photographers can visit a spot and find such
varying subjects, angles and interpretations.
Reports on outings you have attended are always welcome! Please send brief summaries to
editor@nwphoto.org.
The summer outings included the BC Highland Games & Scottish Festival, a bonus July outing to the
New West Grand Prix, the official July “Let’s Get Our Eat on” (annual Columbia StrEAT Food Truck
Festival), and the August “Alexandra Bridge & Hells Gate” drive.
I only have a report, from the August outing (because I was there and wrote it – ha!)
Two members, two family members and one guest showed up at the Alexandra Bridge at the meeting
time. The other five overshot the entrance because of construction traffic and went first to Hell’s Gate
(I started to write “directly to Hell’s Gate, but that sounds pretty awful a penalty for missing a turn),
stopping at the bridge on the return. We understand: that (new Alexandra) bridge is in its second
year of construction and traffic does back up, and signage is . . . not there north/east bound.
It was a smoky day. Not as smoky as some areas, but enough to give a weird orange tinge to a lot of
the photographs. Easily corrected in post if you preferred more natural colour, but it also brought out
some brilliant oranges in the rusty metal and other subjects. (Converting to B&W is another way to
eliminate the tint, although these look great as is.)
The Hell’s Gate gondola is a quick but gorgeous ride, and the bridge offers some great views of the
churning water and canyon walls. And that orange sun. . .

Fire Sun © Derek C.

Under the smoky sky © Milada D.

***By the way, even through smoke, the sun can cause some eye damage, so do not look at it directly
for too long, especially if it’s filling the viewfinder. It can, according to my research, damage the
camera’s sensor as well. You can buy another camera (gulp!) but retinal damage is permanent.
So be sure to practice safe sun photography at all times.*** - Ed.
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And a bit more on Outings
We have sign-up sheets for outings at the meetings. Please do not sign
up unless you definitely plan to attend. The Outings Director may use
these numbers to make reservations for tours, arrange transport, etc., so
it’s often important he have the true numbers. If you didn’t sign up and
plan to attend, no worries. Just email outings@nwphoto.org to let
Nathan know. It’s good to know who is coming so that we don’t leave
you behind. Likewise, please email if you signed up and can’t make it
after all. Thanks everyone!

Themes – open

(themes@nwphoto.org)
The current open theme is Hot Town, Summer in the City. (What a great title!) But it closes for
entries at the end of the month. That does give you another few days to upload your theme entries.
A few days! And it’s raining now so what were we doing all of that hot August, eh?
The next theme will open on September 1 (if our new Theme director keeps with the monthly
schedule), so watch for it on the website! And if you don’t subscribe to reminders for themes, get
onto your bio page and do that. Email reminders are so handy.

Theme Results
60 is the new 40
29 entries, 12 votes, 50 comments, Top commenter Nancy M.
Title
Pretty Bubbles
Batting
The Continuing Adventures of the Golden Aged
Drummer
Out for a Ride
Speeding Up
Never Too Old to Play
Hells Grandpas
Good thing we had the whisky first
Ready . . . Aim . . .
Dragon Boat Divas
55+ BC Games
Walter blowing his own horn
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Photographer
Ian P.
Janet P.

Place (score)
1st (43)
2nd (33)

Deanna T.
Barb T.
Milada D.
Harry T.
Ian P.
Michael D.
Nathan E.
Brenda F.
Michael D.
Michael D.

3rd (24)
4th (22)
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th, 10th (tie)
9th, 10th (tie)
9th, 10th (tie)
9th, 10th (tie)

Theme Results, Cont’d.
1st, 3rd and 2nd, left to right, in the “60 is the new 40” theme:

Pretty Bubbles, © Ian. P.

The Continuing
Adventures …
© Deanna T.

Batting © Janet P.

Spoiler alert!
The top 10 results of the following theme will not be shown until the first meeting on September 4.
Scroll your eyes past if you don’t want to know yet . . .
Posing with Statues
16 entries, 18 votes, 98 comments, Top commenter Derek C.
Title
Hey – My Shot, Move Over!!
Buddy can you spare a dime?
Mr. Gepetto, please . . .
Partager mon parapluie
Giant Seahorses
What do you think?
Watching
Kiss Kiss
The Stare-Down
Between Huge Paws
All Smile, Now!
Wishing for my one true love

Photographer
Ian P.
Ian P.
Harry T.
Ian P.
Nancy M.
Janet P.
Jim W.
Janet P.
Harry T.
Nancy M.
Harry T.
Michael E.

The first place
shot, © Ian P., in
the “Posing with
Statues theme.
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Place (score)
1st (95)
2nd (78)
3rd (67)
4th (20
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th (tie)
10th (tie)
10th (tie)

Theme Results, Cont’d.
Spoiler alert!
The top 10 results of the following theme will not be shown until the first meeting. Scroll past if you
don’t want to know yet . . .
The Sands of Time
37 entries, 15 votes, 100 comments, Top commenter Michael D.
Title

Photographer
Tim S.
Nancy M.
Tim S.
Harry T.
Janet P.
Garfield J.
Peter_J. E.
Michael D.
Janet P.
Nancy M.

Trajectories of Sand
Westcoast Contrast
Dendritic Sand Formation*
Cause and Effect
Leaving Footprints
Time in the Sand
Contemplation
A Day in the Life of a Beach
Tidal Sand Art
Sunset Sands

Place (score)
1st (52)
2nd (50)
3rd (24)
4th (21)
5th, 6th, 7th (tie)
5th, 6th, 7th (tie)
5th, 6th, 7th (tie)
8th
9th, 10th (tie)
9th, 10th (tie)

* OK, am I the only one who had to go look up “dendritic”? – Ed.

Contemplation © Peter_J E.

A Day in the Life of a Beach © Michael
D.

Sunset Sands © Nancy M.

Webmaster responds

to the 2017/2018 survey (Derek C. – Webmaster)
Last year, we published some responses from our Executive to the comments made on our year end
surveys. This season we’ll again start with the webmaster. – Ed.
As always, the year-end survey has several comments about the club website as to its strengths and
weaknesses. By its nature there is a lot of overlap with other components of the club, but I will let the
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executives in those areas respond to those comments. I will speak to some of the more common or
noteworthy comments that relate directly to the website and its operation.
When creating a website used by a group of diverse
people as is the case for NWPC’s site, the adage
“you can never please everyone” is in full effect. In
the past I’ve seen comments that the website is too
dark and should go back to the white look of earlier
versions, while many considered the old website
appearance “too bright”, and I received many
comments that the site should have black
backgrounds. So, a lot of my efforts are a balancing
act between conflicting suggestions (and deciding
which suggestions are worth following up on). When people comment that some tasks are too difficult
or convoluted, I do notice and am always looking for ways that might streamline our members’ online
experience.
Themes is primarily an online activity in the club, so I have more involvement with that area than
others. Plus, as one of the three members who originally designed Themes back in 2007, I have
insights on the original intents of the activity. “Scoring” (i.e. “points”) was a new function added to
Themes last year (as an aid to members in forming critiques on images) and specific feedback was
solicited in the survey to gain some insight into how it is being accepted and used. So much of this
response is going to deal with these areas of the website.
Survey Comments: Website in general
“Do we really need our own website anymore? The Facebook page can have information
about meetings and outings. People can post their photos there? Or we could have a closedgroup for just members.”
Indeed, Facebook groups offer many of the services we could use to replace the functions of our
website and using Facebook only would reduce club operating costs by scrapping the hosting fee the
club pays for its site. Facebook would allow us to schedule “events” (meetings, outings), create photo
albums (themes, outings, member images, etc.), and host our additional content (videos, tutorial files,
etc).





However, I would have a few concerns with using Facebook only for our club’s
online presence:
 We would have little control over the appearance of the site or how it’s
organized and cross-linked, and that appearance could change any time
without our consent.
 While most of our content is innocuous and would be permitted under
Facebook’s current rules, there is no guarantee that their rules wouldn’t
change in the future, restricting what we could share online.
If we have our “group’s” settings so that the public could see our content, it would be difficult (if
not impossible?) to flag some content as “members only” (short of having multiple groups,
some closed, some open, for the club).
Custom functions would be harder to implement should the club find a need for new features
not found in Facebook. (Paid or free third party features are not always the best).
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And finally, one item that makes a “Facebook only” approach less desirable would be that for
members to interact with the club’s online presence, all members would have to have
Facebook accounts. While many of our members do use Facebook, I personally don’t think we
should force Facebook on people who don’t want an account with them. People without a
Facebook account would not be able to see club content on there (which also then limits
people finding us with search engines).

Themes: Scoring, Voting, Commenting
I find the entire voting process difficult to understand and would like to see it simplified
somehow. Maybe just have a "Like" button and the image with the most "Likes" is the winner
that month.
Theme voting is relatively straight forward. You are voting for your
choice of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in terms of your thoughts on artistic
merit and emotional impact. This aspect of themes is like a
photography competition where you are the judge. In these
situations, you are being asked to compare apples and oranges and
decide which is better (in your opinion). A single judge brought in by a
club to judge an internal competition would have to perform a similar
task. Using your rankings of 1 to 3 on your votes allows us to apply
weight to how much people are liking an image (many people may
“like” an image, but which ones do people “really like!”)
When Themes was first deployed back in 2007, the voting process
was very much what you suggest, a simple “like” in that you were
asked to pick three images you considered worthy of merit. The results were not what we wanted,
with many images tying for the top three positions (images can tie for the top three spots in a theme).
Look at the results from some of our first themes, and you will see situations where 15 images shared
the top 3 spots – not quite the effect we were after from Themes being run like an “internal
competition”. Approximately a year later, the current weighted voting mechanism was implemented,
and ties for the top 3 spots were greatly reduced.
“I would suggest that if an entrant does not participate in the voting process their entries be
disqualified for consideration. Allow people to upload photos, just don't expect to get any
votes, it they don't vote.”
There were a few comments along this line, restricting people from submitting or winning if they did
not vote and/or comment on other images. I personally feel the more a member participates in club
activities, the more useful the club is to all members. That was part of the intent of Themes: to see if
other people were seeing the same things in an image we saw when we created it, to see how other
people interpret a Theme statement differently from what we thought, and to receive feedback with
fresh eyes on ways to make our own images better.
A common thread in survey comments about member photography is many have an issue with selfconfidence, often feeling their own work is not noteworthy, and thinking they have no useful
comments to contribute. It is part of our responsibility as a club (and as its members) to gently
encourage people to keep trying both in their photographic attempts and also to work to expand their
appreciation of photography and the viewpoints of others by learning to express their opinions on
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images – this doesn’t happen overnight and many people “lurk” in the shadows for a long time before
they start to make comments on images and feel they have something to submit.
Some survey responses suggested that a person must make a comment
before they can submit an image to the theme. This is a bit of a start-up
problem then, since if there are no images in a theme at the start, you
would be unable to submit an image because you can’t make a comment
on a theme image — so there would be no way to get images into the
theme.
Restricting entries from being considered in winner selection based on
whether the submitting artists have voted, commented, or scored images
or not, would not be helpful in my opinion. It would be detrimental to
dismiss a member’s efforts in one area just because they do not
contribute equally in all areas at the same time.
While preparing this response, I looked at past themes considering these
comments. Most submitting artists (granted, not all) actually do vote in
that theme. A high percentage of submitting artists do comment on at
least one other image. And yes, there are a minority of members who
submit images, but do not otherwise participate in the theme.
“I find the interface for commenting on images cumbersome and
makes it a chore.”
Several people have commented that the reason they do not give
feedback on images is that it is too difficult. I am always looking at ways to streamline the process.
Image commenting is available in a variety of ways from the different “views” of image galleries, in the
hopes that people will find an approach that works for them.
The basic task is that the member must be able to go from image to image, enter their comments on
an image and submit that to the server to be recorded. That task will be repeated several times,
either all at one sitting or spread out over several sessions. So, clicking and typing will be a part of
any solution; there’s no escaping that aspect.
I will continue to look at ways to make this process easier (I’ve been contemplating a “judging view”
that might bring several of these elements together into one screen to speed the reviewing process).
Personally, I find the gallery “grid view” currently works best for me
since I can see several images at a time on the screen, scoring and
commenting on an image with the scoring/commenting dialogs which
allow me to view the images full screen. I find it takes me less than 2
minutes to score and comment on an image (sometimes only a
minute) and can easily move on to the next.
“It is difficult to view the total images in a theme as the
thumbnails are too small.”
I will look at possibly making thumbnails on gallery views larger and
changing the layout. I must balance the look of the gallery displays
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based on the multiple platforms used to view our site. Having larger images makes getting a feeling of
all the images in a gallery more difficult because fewer images will be visible on the screen at a time.
However, I will explore possible gallery views like those used on photo gallery sites like Instagram
and Flickr.
“Drop down options for the most likely standard critical comments? Eg : Focus issue, Good
leading lines, Thoughtful subject matter, Strong composition, Colour composition strong…”
Any means to increase the speed at which a member can give feedback is useful. The caveat here is
two-fold in my mind:
 Any list of “common” feedback items would still be long if it were to be useful across many
situations, and dropdowns of long lists become cumbersome to use as you scroll to
find the item you want to add, especially if you want to add multiple items (“good
leading lines” + “good use of colour”, etc.) People doing their reviews on tablets
and phones will often find dropdown lists even harder to navigate with the way they
are handled on Android. Dropdowns with more than 10 items often start to become
cumbersome to use.
 In these situations where you give a list of common comments to make,
you will soon find that pretty much the only feedback you get are the
common comments – and short snippets will not address specifics for
an image. People using those dropdowns to give feedback will loath
typing any additional information. A comment like “Focus issue” alerts
the artist that someone thinks there is an issue but gives no help as to
what that issue is (to them, the blurring of a certain area of the image may be intentional as a
depth of field effect). “Thoughtful subject matter” is a nice thing to tell the artist, but again doesn’t
explain WHY you feel it is thoughtful subject matter. The emotional response you had to the image
(“brings back childhood memories”, or “colour treatment gives feeling of a cyanotype image”) is
more useful to the artist because they start to see what elements are succeeding in their image,
and they may want to try similar techniques in other compositions.
“I understand that the scoring system was explained in previous meeting and on one of the
newsletters, however, it would be useful to post it as a reference on the website for members.”
On the scoring panel, there is a “Help” tab that has a short overview of suggested ways to judge an
image, it is geared to the scoring breakdown approach seen in the “composite” score tab. On that
“composite” tab there are question marks, hovering your mouse or clicking on them will show a little
pop-up summarizing that aspect of scoring.
“There are too many images to make a comment on each.
This is more than I want or need in order to express my impressions about the images -- I find
it too involved and time-consuming.”
We realize people have a life outside the club, so we don’t expect people to always be able to
comment and score on every single image that is posted to the site. But even if you can find the time
to comment on 2 or 3 images in a theme, that feedback is appreciated by the artists. And a few
comments by many members is still a lot of helpful information to give back to the submitters.
And like many skills in life, the more you do it, the faster you will find you are able to make comments
as well, so the task comes to be less onerous.
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Effectiveness of Scoring/Voting
After a few months of use, we wanted to see how effective and useful people found the addition of
scoring to theme images. Specific questions were added to the survey to help us get an idea of how
scoring has been received.
“I don't get the sense that the members value this very much. I'd like some sort of poll to see
how much people really read / care about comments. If people don't value the feedback, I have
other things I could do with my time.”
It is possible we could do such a poll (there are several questions I’m eager to ask the membership!).
Most members who submit images to themes are grateful for useful feedback (based on what I hear
when talking to members). For me it’s more an issue of “many hands make light work”; if we can get
more members to contribute just a little, then individuals would not feel the need to work so hard to
comment on as many images as they can.
Going Forward
As a result of what was seen in the survey, the webmaster has taken on some action items (some are
already done).
 Scoring was generally supported, though many people are concerned about the publicity of
scores, so scores on theme images are now a "members only" information, you must be
logged in to see it
 Scoring on themes appears to have general support, but there was not a lot of support to
expand scoring to other galleries; therefore, scoring will NOT be extended to other image
galleries
 The webmaster will investigate ways to make commenting/scoring easier with an improved
workflow
 Several people (both in the survey and in private communication) have trouble ranking a top 3
images for their vote. Scoring was meant to be an aide for this. Therefore, the theme ballot is
now sorted based on your scores on the images. If you have scored several images, especially
the ones you find noteworthy, then picking your top three should be much easier, simply look at
the first images listed in your ballot.
I would like to thank Derek for the thorough consideration and responses he has given the survey
comments. We all know how fortunate we are to have a skilled professional in the field handling our
website. Derek has put hundreds and hundreds of hours into our site, and continues to make
changes based on our feedback. His responses are longish, but please take the time to read them
and consider his reasoning for how and why some of the features on the site work. – Ed.
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Annual dues reminder
It’s that time of year when we all part with a few clams to
pay for the hall rental, competition entry fees, our CAPA
membership, guest speaker honoraria and so on. Of
course there are also the huge bonuses for the Executive
(ha! – we wish). Due to careful fiscal management, we
are able to keep our dues the same as last year, which
are:
Individual member $40
Family (2 members same family): $60
A true bargain for all the instruction, practice, inspiration and fun.
Please remember to bring your cash or cheque to the first meeting, mail a cheque to the address on
the website or email treasurer@nwphoto.org to explore other payment options. Thanks!

Executive for 2018-2019
Reminder and reference, with thanks to all our volunteers who step up to work so hard on behalf of
the club:
President
Webmaster
Treasurer
Competitions
Program
Themes
Newsletter
Outings
Projectionist
Social Media Manager
(New position)

Karen Justice
Derek Carlin
Mike Zizek
Glenn Marcus
Kathy Harms
Michael Davis
Shona La Fortune
Nathan Emmerson
Nathan Emmerson
Nancy Matheson

president@nwphoto.org
webmaster@nwphoto.org
treasurer@nwphoto.org
competitions@nwphoto.org
program@nwphoto.org
themes@nwphoto.org
editor@nwphoto.org
outings@nwphoto.org
projectionist@nwphoto.org
socialmedia@nwphoto.org

The contact list also appears on the website, of course, should you wish to email one of the Executive
at any time.
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Calender nudges
Some of us like to have our dates all in one place, so here are a few . . . all in one
place.

September 1
September 1
September 4
September 16
September 20
September 25
September 29
October 1
October 2
October 13
October 23
October 31

Submissions for the first meeting member sharing are due by 11:00 PM
A new theme opens. What will it be?
First meeting of the 2018/2019 season. Yay! (Bring $)
Outing to Centennial Beach and Point Roberts, US
West Coast Animatographers meet to share and discuss slide shows. No
dues; everyone welcome. Contact info@animatography.net for location.
6:45 PM in New Westminster.
Club meeting with guest speaker Ian McDonald.
Images of your favourite places (for the October 2 meeting) are due by 11.
October theme opens.
Meeting: Members share some of their favourite places to photograph.
Early morning outing to practice long exposures
Club meeting with guest speaker
Happy Hallowe’en

nwphoto.org

CGI renders © Shona L. Photographs copyrighted as noted.
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